
Finished quilt size: Cot quilt, 

100 x 110 cm (40 x 44 inches)

Materials and tools
50 cm (20 inches) of cowboy border print
20 cm (10 inches) of stripe fabric for inner border
70 cm (30 inches) of all-over cowboy print for rectangles
25 cm (10 inches) of light red check pattern
25 cm (10 inches) of light stripe pattern [for pinwheels?]
25 cm (10 inches) of dark red fabric for pinwheels [for pinwheels?]
25 cm (10 inches) of dark brown fabric for pinwheels
20 cm (10 inches) of red spot fabric for squares
20 cm (10 inches) of light brown? check fabric for squares
40 cm (20 inches) of brown fabric for binding
Cotton? wadding 1.2 x 1.3 m (48 x 52 in) 
1.3 m (52 inches) backing fabric 
Half-square ruler (optional; if you are not using it, see note below under
'Cutting')
General sewing supplies
1 skein white perle cotton No 8 for quilting

Note: It is recommended that all fabrics be 100 percent cotton,

and be ironed. Requirements are based on fabric 112 cm (44

inches) wide. Unless otherwise stated, all seam allowances are

1/4 inch throughout. Make sure you colour test any dark fabrics

that you are using (see page xxx); if they run, wash them before

cutting. 

Please read all instructions before starting.

Cutting
Note: When cutting with the ruler, cut all strips, place them front

sides together and cross cut using the ruler into half-square

triangles. The instructions are written for using the ruler, but if

you are not, all of the half-square triangles should be cut 2 7/8

The idea

Cowboys and patchwork go hand in

hand for baby boys. The pinwheels

keep it active, and although it looks a

bit tricky, the piecing is simple.
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Make 10 red pinwheel blocks and 10 brown.
Lay out the blocks, four across and five down, alternating the brown

and red pinwheels. Pin, matching the seams, and sew together to form the
horizontal rows. 

Starting with the top row, pin the rows together, matching the seams.
Sew the rows together to form the body of the quilt. 

Borders
Find the centre of the inner border strip and finger-press a crease. Find the
centre of the body of the quilt, and finger-press a crease. Match the finger
presses and pin together. Pin the ends flush to meet, and then continue
pinning every few inches into the middle. Ease or stretch to make the
pieced section fit the border. By following this method you will ensure that
your quilt is square.

Start with the side inner border pieces (the stripe fabric) and sew each
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inches rather than 2 1/2 inches. If you are not using the ruler,

you should still place the strips face to face and cross cut 2 7/8

inch squares, then cut along the diagonal to form the half-

square triangles. Sew along the diagonal and press open in both

cases.

From the cowboy border fabric, cut two 31⁄2 x 40 inch strips and two 31⁄2
x 48 inch strips.

From the inner border stripe fabric, cut two 11⁄2 x 40 inch strips and two
11⁄2 x 48 inch strips.

From the cowboy print for the rectangles, cut ten 21⁄2 inch strips, then
cross cut these to yield eighty 21⁄2 x 41/2 inch rectangles.

From the light brown? checked fabric, cut three 21⁄2 inch strips, then
cross cut these to yield forty 21⁄2 inch squares.

From the light spot fabric, cut three 21⁄2 inch strips, then cross cut these
to yield forty 21⁄2 inch squares.

From the brown/stripe fabrics and the red/check fabrics for the
pinwheels:

Without the ruler: If you are not using the ruler, match the light and
dark strips [or 'fabrics'? As they haven't yet been cut into strips?] in pairs,
cut three 2 7⁄8 inch strips, then cross cut into 20 squares, then cut the
squares in half along the diagonal.

With the ruler: Cut three 2 1⁄2 inch strips of all four fabrics. Match the
light and dark fabrics with right sides facing. Using a 45 degree ruler, cut
along the diagonal line to form right-angle triangles. These pairs will be
sewn with 1⁄4 inch seams along the diagonal, starting with the blunt end.
[See diagrams?]

From the brown binding fabric, cut five 21⁄2 inch strips. 

Sewing
The 8-inch block comprises four sets, each sets consisting of one 21⁄2 x 41⁄2
inch rectangle, one pinwheel and one 21⁄2 inch square (see Diagram 1). 

Make the pinwheel units first by sewing two half-square triangles
together. 

Sew the dark side of this unit to the square, with the light triangle of
the pinwheel pointing to the top left-hand corner. 

Sew the rectangle to this set on the light side of the pinwheel (see
Diagram 2). This completes the unit (see Diagram 3). 

Make four units and lay them out so that the dark points of the
pinwheel point to the centre (see Diagram 4), then sew the two right
sides, the two left sides and then join the halves, being careful to pin and
match all points. This completes the block.
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diagram 3

diagram 4

diagram 2

diagram 1
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along its length to the outer border strip (the cowboy print). Find the
middle as above and attach the side borders. 

Repeat for the top and bottom borders.
When the top is complete, measure your backing fabric and cut to fit,

allowing a little extra. 
Press the entire quilt top carefully.

Quilting and binding
Refer to pages XX-XX for instructions on quilting and binding.

This quilt was quilted using perle cotton, following lines drawn with chalk
to to look like a lasso running through all the rectangles. 
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